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INDUCTIVE POWER COUPLING FOR AN ELECTRIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM*
J.G. Bolger, F.A. Kirsten and L.S. Ng
Lawrence Berke ley Laboratory
Berkeley, California
Sunnnary

A Dual Mode Electric Transportation (OMET) system
is uncpr developPJ(~nt in I'lhich energy is electromagneti ca lly t I'ans ferred frolll a powered roadway to
moving vehicles. Energy from the roadway can be use4
for high-speed, long-range travel and for replenishing
energy stored in the vehicle in batteries or flywheels.
The stored energy is then available for short-range
travel off the pOl~ered highl~ay network.
The pOl~er coupling bebleen roadway and vehicle is
functionally similar to a transfol1ner. A source is
embedded in the roadway flush with the surface. When
the vehicle's pickup is suspended over the source,
energy is magnetically coupled through the clearance
air gap between pickup and roadway source.
The electromagnetic coupling mechanism has been
extensively studied throush computer models, circuit
analyses and by tests of a full-size physical prototype. The results of these tests are described.
Introduction
The relative importance of the factors which
influence the design of automebiles has changed markedly in the last decade. I'lajor concerns of the
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sixties were emissions and safety; major concerns now
are the consumption of critical energy andlllaterial
resources. A particularly urgent need is to reduce the
use of imported and domestic petroleum in the transportation sector. This is part of the incentive which
has spurred research and development of electric
vehicles. Electricity is an especially attractive foml
of energy since it is a connnon factor to all principal
pOl'ler generation technologies, present and future.
Most electric automobile development is centered
on battery-pol'lered propulsion systems. The I'lidespread
acceptance of such systems is impeded by certain of
their characteristics, namely limited range capability,
poor performance and high operating costs.
In this paper, we describe an alternative concept
that bypasses many of the disadvantages of electric
vehicle systems that rely solely on battery pOYler.
The system is called the Dual Mode Electric Transportation (OMET) system. In this alternative, electric
power is continuously available to the moving vehicle
from a source embedded in the highway. It is proposed
that the powel' source be installed on high-speed
, arterials within a network of streets and highways.
POI'ler is then'availab1e to propel the vehicle while
movi ng on the powered hi ghway and can also be util i zed
to recharge an energy storage device on the Vehicle.
c
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performed under the auspices of the Department of Energy.

lhe stored energy is then available for use ~Ihile
traveling on non-powered highways ~nd str~ets. ~ower
is trftnsferred from highway to movlngvehlcles Vla
(III inductivl! (transformer) coupling l1lech?nism which
.
requires no physical contact between vehlcle and roadway.
This system has some important advantages which.
make it a practical solution to the problem
of supplying energy to transportation systems. These
inchlde:

~:e f~el.

• The ONET pOI'ler source can be installed on
existing highways. Highways with installed
Dt1ET powel' source are compatible ~/ith conventional vehicles. The transition to
011fT therefore causes a minimum perturbation in the existing transportation
system.

90 kph. This can be supplied by a pickup of the ~rdel'
of 2 meters in length. Trucks and buses may requlre
more than one pickup. Roadside power conditioners win
acceptpOl'ler fl'OIll the electl'ic util Hies and convert
it to a frequency and pOl'ler level suitable for the
powered highl'lay. As shown in Fig. 2, each power conditioner would provide electric power to several SOUI"e
loops. It is planned that each loop would be 2 km or
more in length. The required maximum power level
would be approximately 0.6 megawatt per lane-kilometer
for a fully loaded roadway (30 vehicles per km @ 20 kW
per vehicle).

FreeWay~
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• Because of the dual-mode characteristic
of the vehicles, only a minor fraction
of roads need to be powered. The storedenergy pack is uti 1i zed for off-network
dri vi ng. Howevel', the amoun t of stored
energy requi red is reduced to on ly that
necessary to gain access to the nearest
powered highway, or to supply the
typically modest energy demands of city·
driving patterns.
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Power conditioners'

• The efficiency Of energy utilization is
greater than for electric vehicles
having only battery power.

Fig. 2.

• The DMET system may be a useful tool in
achieving better, safer vehicle control.
Although the power coupling is tolerant
of steering misalignment (unlike third
rails, for example~. automatic guidance
and vehicle detectlon features can
readily be added.

In a typical installation. each power supply
(power conditioner) energizes several loops
of DMET source. Each loop would be one or
two ~ilollleters in length.

Pickups are suspended by mechanisms that can maintain relatively close control of the elevation of the
pickup while it is lowered over a source, and will
raise the pickup to provide normal clearances under
vehicles while they operate on city streets.

The initial design of the system was done analyticallv resulting in a confi~uration that appears to
be rc~sonablY well optimized and is technicall~ feasible and practical. Some of the results of thlS study
are presented here; more details are given in a .
reference. 1 At present, preliminary tests are belng
conducted on a prototype of the power coupling. Some
of these have been completed and are described in
this paper. Others will be completed in the near.
future. Within the next year, it is planned to bUlld
a 50 rueter test track, to be used in conjunction with
a vehicle adapted to the system.

Each vehicle will contain an electronic control
system capable of continuously regulating the cou~led
power. Variations in coupled voltage will otherwlse
result from small changes in the air gap and from
guidance errors. The energy storage on board the
vehicle serves as a "load leveler" capable of averagi~
effects of momentary variations or interruptions in
coupled power.
The size of the storage pack will be sufficient
to allow vehicles to leave or enter powered lanes at
freeway speeds. or to pass stalled vehicles. ~.
stored energy pack of this minimum power capablllty
would also support approximately 40 km of travel at
56 kph off the powered roadway.

Basic Concept
The DMET system is based on a continuous electric
power "source" installed in arterial roadway lanes.
As shown in Fig. 1, the source is installed with its
upper surface flush with the roadway. Electric
vehicles \'Iill carry a pO~ler "pickup" which is supported by the vehicle approximately three centimeters
above the roadway surface. Both the source and pickup
are constructed of laminated transfonner iron, to.
gether with suitable windings. The single-turn source
conductor carries approximately 1000 A at a frequency
of 180 Hz. ~Ihen the ,pickup is in the position shown
in Fig. 1, the magnetic circuit is completed through
the air gap. The resulting magnetic flux links the
pickup winding. Sufficient power can thereby be transferred to propel the vehicle at freeway speeds and to
recharge the stored energy device. The power capacity
of the pickup is proportional to its len9th. Small
automobiles require approximately 20 kW to travel at

Inductive Power Coupling Design
The transfer of pO~ler from roadway to veh~cle is
accomplished by inductive coupling. T~e couplln9
mechanism is somewaht similar to that ln conventlOnal
power transformers .. However , se~eral f~atures requi~e
special comments. Flrst, there lS an all' gap of nomlOally 3 em between the two parts of the magnetic core
structure. Second, the secondary and its associated
core moves with respect to the primary. T~ird, to the
secondary, the primary appears to be supplled from a
constant current source.
Figure 3 is a cross-section of the source and
pickup structures. As shown, the linear source ~truc
ture, which consists of the source conductor (pnmary
2

illld olll,-·hil"!f of the core of the equivalent
trans fomer, is embedded in the roadway. The core
a~sociated 1·1i lh lh,' source ille ludes two pole faces ~hat
ilre flush I~ith the roadl~ay surface. The pickup, WhlCh
Iwhitves as the secondary of the equivalent transformer,
is ilttached to the vehicle. The cnoss-section of the
~)icbp is sillli litr to that of the source; when its two
pole faces arc opposite the pol!, faces of the ~o~rce,
1!la~lI~tic coupl ing results and pO\~er can be efflc1ently
transferred from source to pickup.

\·!in,iint:)

depends on maintaining the idling power losses as low
as possible. This is accomplished by using a 10l~
resistance conductor and by keeping the flux density
in the iron to a reasonably low level.
The magnetic ficld strength above the road\~ay
source must also be kept reasonably low to reduce undes i rab le coup 1i ng to other nea rby structures. One of
the most common nearby structw'cs will be the frames
of automobil es not equi pped wi th the pi dups.
While optimization of the coupling design has not
been completed, the structure sho\'il1 in Fiy. 3 has
evolved from computer studies of the 'magnetic fields
associated with the coupling. These studies have been
carried out using a computer code designed at this
laboratory for such purposes. Figure 4A ShOl'lS the
results of a computer analysis of the uncoupled condition. The results are tabulated in Table Y. A
full-scale prototype of the structure has since been
built and is bejng tested. The rClsults of these tests
are in a later section.

Pickup core (152 cm long)
Flux--

Fig. 3.

Power coupling cross-section used in
computer studies.

The source winding consists of a single stranded
aluminum conductor along the center of the traffic
lane; the return leg to complete the electrical circuit is a similar conductor in an adjacent lane (see
Fig. 2). The lane spacing is assumed to be 3.7 m.
The conductor carries a current that is regulated to
be approximately 1000 A at a fequency of 180 Hz.
This fl'equency offers a good compromise between weight
of magnetic materials and hysteresis losses.

A. Uncoupled source

The cross section of the continuous iron core
that surrounds the lower half of the conductor is
chosen to minimize its mass and yet keep the magnetic
field low to reduce hysteresiS losses. FOr the preliminary study, a cross section approximately 61 em
wide and 1.65 em thick has been chosen. The center
portion of the core is depressed 2.5 em in order to
accommodate the conductor. The edges of the C01"e are
tapered so as to retain approximately constant field
intensity throughout the iron.
The vehicle's pickup is assumed to have a core
of similar cross section, 1.5 01 long, separated from
the roadway core by a 2.5 em air gap. The windings
for the pickup return along the top of the pickup
core. This configuration was chosen to give a reasonable perfonnance in both coupled and uncoupled conditions. In order to study the performance, a
computer program \'Ihich is designed to analyze
mil~JI1('tic structures was' used to make flux plots of
both coupled ilnd uncoupled conditions.

B. Goupled source
Fig. 4.
Cou~Led

Computer generated magnetic flux plots for
the source configuration shown in Fig. 3.
Condition

When a pickup is magnetically coupled to the
source, it is necessary to have a reasonably high
coupling coefficient between the primary and
secondary, good power transfer efficiency, and the
capability to transfer power at a sufficiently high
1eve 1.

~~lcouR 1(:d ~Q.'lc.!j..1t.~.

The uncoupled condition Ciln occur either when no
vehicles are on the roadway or when the only vehicles
~res0nl are not equipped with pickups.
In this, the
"idli~g" condition, the prime objectives are to keep
thCl power losses to a minimum and to keep the stray
magnct.ic flux as 10~1 as possible. It is clear that
the long-tenn encrgy efficiency of the DMET system
3

TABLE I

Gene rill
Geometry: See Fi g. 3
Freq uency : 180 Hz
Design power per passenger car:

._--~-

Source conductor current:

20 kW

1000 A

Core
Material: Transformer iron, 29 gauge (0.055 rrm)
Core thickness at point of maximum flux: 1.65 em
Unit weight for source and pickup separately: 56 k9/m
Pickup length per passenger car: 1.52 m
Conductor
Material: Aluminum, stranded
Winding slot dimensions:· 2.5 x 20 cm
Conductor area: 25 cm2
Source conductor resistance: 10.9 ~Q/m
Source conductor weight: 7.2 kg/m
Source conductor loss: 10.9 W/m

Resistivity: 2.8 \JQcm
Space factor: 0.5

Magnetic Properties

Uncoupled

Maximum flux density in core (gauss peak)
Maximum flux density in air gap (gauss peak)
Source core loss (w/m)
Pickup core loss (W/m)

544

12*
1.0

Coupled
(2.5 em air gap)
10,000
676
191
191

Inductance
Source self-inductance (IJH/m)
Pickup self-inductance (\JH/m)
Mutual inductance
(IJH/m)

1.2

5.7
6.1
5.2

*At a point 20 em above pole face
The results of a comp~ter study of the coupled
condition are shown graphically in Fig. 4 and in
numerical fonn in Table 1.

The total loaded source circuit, then is represented by Fig. 5d, where the values of RT and LT vary
according to the vehicle loading on the highway. It
can be seen that the power factor of the source equivalent circuit changes with loading. Under typical·
conditions, the total impedance of the source,

Ci rcuit Node1
As shown in Table I, the computer analysis gives
values for the equivalent inductances of the coupling.
This allows the fonnulations of circuit models valid
for coupled and uncoupled conditions. Fig. Sa, for
example, shOl'/s the equivalent circuit of an uncoupled
length of source. The values of RLos s and Lu are
0.0118 ohms and 1.27 milli henries respectively for
a one-kilometer length of source. RLos s represents
the sum of conductor and magnetic circuit loss. For a
current of 100DA, the idling power losses can be seen
to be 11. 8 kW.

ZT

=..J RT2 + 21rfL T2

changes relatively little,with loading. Thus the voltage that the power conditioner must supply to maintain
the 1000A remains relatively constant.
It is interesting to note that, because a constant
current flows in the primary of the equivalent transformer, the value of RV must be reduced to reduce the
power. This is in contrast to situations in which a
transformer is driven from a constant voltage.

In Fig. 5b, two vehicles have been added to the
circuit. It is readily apparent that the characteristics of the coupl ing are measurably improved by the
addition of the capacitors, C, which compensate for
cCl'tain inductive parameters of the coupling. The
value of C is chosen to approximately resonate at the
drivin~J frequency, 180 Hz.
Resistors, RVl and R
V2
represent the variable loads imposed by the two
vehicles. If the capacitors are adjusted for resonance, the equivalent impedance presented to the
section of source directly under the pickup is simply
the transformed resistance in series with the leakage
inductance. This is sho~m in Fig. 5c.

Prototype res ts
As a second phase in the development of the DMET
system, a prototype of the power coupling has been
constructed. This is being used to verify some of the
basic design concepts and to build a base of data on
whi ch to des ign a tes t track facil ity. The prototype
is now under test; some preliminary results are presented here.
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a)

RLos s

the pickup and source are misaligned. It is necessary
to insure that these forces are \~ithin reason--i .e., of
such a magnitude that the handling characteristics of
the vehicle are not impaired.

Lu
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b)

The computer analysis indicated that the for~es
were reasonable. To verify this, a series of tests
was made on the prototype facil ity. To measure
vertical forces the pickup \~as placed in a tray and
hung from a supporting structure. Three force gaugeS
were used to measure these forces at the points of
support. Another force gauge is used to measure the
horizontal force required to maintain the pickup
structure at selected offset positions. Fig. 8 shows
some representative results.
.

'j=1000 A

Vehicles

B

RLos s

Electrical Parametel's
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For electrical parameters, in addition to the
meters shown in the schematic (Fig. 7), current shunts
are used at certain key points of the circuit to
observe wave forms and phase angles. After first
determining the characteristics of the loop vii thout the
pickup (not presented here) and some open and short
circuited pickup measurements, the equivalent circuit
in Fig. 9 can be constructed. The parameter values
differ from those presented earlier in Table I
because of the different source and pickup geometry.
Also, no figures for leakage inductance of the source
are given. Because of the end effects of the short
section of source used in these tests, it is difficult
to make meaningful measurements of this parameter.

c)

d)

A

Fig. 5.

B

Development of a simplified equivalent circuit
for a source loop. Tenninals A and Bare
dl'iven by the power conditioning equipment.

The.power coupling character and efficiency is
sufficiently described by the equivalent circuit.
Magnetic Measurements
To measure magnetic flux density, two Hall g~uss
meter probes, each monitoring the vertical or horizontal component, are mounted on a motor driven sUflport.
The output of these gauss-meters are plotted against
the probe position as the motor moves them along a
hOl'i;wntal 1ine. Fig. 10 is a representative plot of
f1 ux dens ity .

The prototype test facility includes a 2:3 meter
section of source, a 0.8 meter pickup, a source of 180
Hz pOI'ler and an array of instrumentation for measuring
currents, voltages, power, phases and magnetic fields.
The facility is shown in Fig. 6.
A schematic of the test connections is shown in
Fi g. 7. The source loop is excited by a motor generator set capable of generating power over the 150-210 Hz
frequency range. The pickup is equipped with a variable capacitor bank to resonate the pickup circuit.
It can he loaded either with a resistance load or a
circuit to simulate an on-board battery charger
ci rcuit.

Future Wo,rk
The program described in this paper has been supported by the Division of Transportation Energy
Conservation of the Department of Energy. Development
phases subsequent to the completion of the static prototype tests are planned to consist of a dynamic prototype system with a 50 meter source and skeletal
electric vehicle. Successful completion of thiswol'k
would be followed by the construction and testing of
a test track system and advanced vehicles, and finally
a pilot installation would be made. Work included in
these phases includes the development of roadside
power conditioners and vehicle power systems, control
electronics for vehicles and conditioners, and the
investigation of strategies for automatic vehicle
guidance and control.

A cross-section of the prototype'power coupling
is also shown in Fig. 7. The prototype coupling has
been made with a slightly different configuration from
that used in the computer analysis. This was done to
enhance the tolerance to misalignment of source and
pickup over that determined for the model used in the
cOOlfluter analysis.
The tests for vlhich the prototype is intended
include the measurement of mechanical forces, electrical characteristics and magnetic fields. A preliminary
phase of the testing program has been completed. The
results presented here are from part of the data
obtained in that work.
Force Measurements
Magnetic structures tend to move in the direction
to minimiie the energy stored in the magnetic field.
Therefore, a vertical force is generated between the
pickup and source that tries to reduce the air gap.
In addition, horizontal forces are generated whenever
5
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Fig. 6.

Static Power Coupling Prototype (under construction).
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Motor-generator set with capacitive phase correction and control:
Three turn loop (2 parallel conductors/turn)
Source core
Pickup core
Reactance winding
Power winding
Power' control capacitors
Resistive load (water cooled)
Vehicle energy storage simulator
Fig. 7. Static Prototype Test Facility Sch,ematic.
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Equivalent circuit of a prototype coupling
normalized to a single turn.
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Magnetic flux plot at 96% voltage output.
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